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Encyclopaedia of lessons on how to be successful!What I came across most beneficial are:- the
initial speeches included in this book give a comprehensive list, illustrations, and elaborations
on his “lattice of mental versions”- the wisdom you can glean from this book can be applied
amply to both life in general and investment specifically- his multidisciplinary approach and
constant reminder that you should raise these learning to fluency through utilization can be
absolutely exhilarating for any lifestyle learnerThe list can go on, but the takeaway is this: buy
it, go through it, truly learn it and make it your own. Specifically for the section where he
clarifies the cognitive biases. This is a testament to the information, lessons, references and tales
from Charlie Munger. Fundamentally, this book can be an encyclopedia of details on what it
takes to be successful also to attain greatness in what it really is you should do in lifestyle; all
from a very successful and intensely well read (and linked) 90-ish year outdated billionaire!
Good book Husband loved the publication and it arrived in time and energy to wrap for his
bday. for a good couple of months.. investment) Price is what you pay and Value is everything
you get - this publication’s value outweighs its seemingly expensive cost by hundred and
thousands. Self-pity is often counter-productive, It is the wrong way to believe. Well worth a
buy!Don’t waste time reading books and content articles about Charlie: just go to this initial
source for his pondering process. Charlie knows no wise individuals who didn't read
continuously. Among the best books I've read. Must Read This book is merely awesome. This is
among the top books on marketing I've ever read, bar none. His recommendation is to choose
three great company stocks and invest accordingly. Interesting strategy given most financial
advisors typically recommend the reverse3.Suffice to state, this is among those books I'll re-
read, reference and quotation for the others of my life. And when you avoid it you get yourself
a great benefit over everybody else or almost everyone else, because self-pity is definitely a
standard response. And you will train yourself from it If you’re searching for wisdom (lifestyle &
One of the advantages of this book may be the plethora of quotes from successful
entrepreneurs, historians, philosophers alike whose tips and writings have survived the test of
time.Three Essential Takeaways from the book:1. A pricey publication but worth buying Poor
Charlie's Almanac has been on my reading list for the last year or two. Learning and
understanding the 25 cognitive biases alone are worth 100 times what I payed for the book.
Really an incredible Gem! Teriffic browse with many profound concepts. I had held off on
purchasing it because of the price nonetheless it is well worth it. Interesting facts Great gift
Learned so much! That is a window into a very great mind. Great book! It really is more than
just reading though, you have to grab ideas and do sensible things. If you spend time thinking
beyond the top of Charlie's philosophy, this book will be incredibly rewarding. Highly
recommended. Even though it is an expensive book, it is worth every penny. It had taken me a
six-month sabbatical (and then some) to complete it. Five Stars Bought this for my hubby and
he loves it. He subsequently bought it for my daughter. Most people do not identify ideas, and
when they do, they do not know what related to them2. Every marketer must have it. My just
regret is normally that I didn’t run into this book earlier, so when I did, the cost of the
publication put me off a couple of years from purchasing it. Diversification in trading is a thing
that Charlie doesn't believe in.. This way you're giving yourself the best change of retaining
most of Charlie's tidbits of wisdom.Let's be apparent, this is not a book that you can quickly
skim through, but instead a book you spend quality period with every day; Great Great
Anyone who all buys this, probably already has learned - this book is the best Charlie Munger
is a legend. There exists a lifetime of education in this publication. Look for companies to invest
in which have a durable competitive advantage. Good read with a strong message and



wisdom for the ages. It’s a big publication however the print is large and you will find loads of
fun illustrations which drive home the points therefore it’s actually rather easy to read. I feel
blessed to have access to such a brilliant mind. I’ve learned so much!!! Definitely a book I
intend to read on a yearly basis.
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